Develop a cost-effective cGMP chemical sourcing strategy

Get to market quicker with the right sourcing and supply chain strategies for your cGMP chemicals

Your journey to cost-savings begins with:

- **Establishing a sourcing strategy**
  Determine potential impacts to your production schedule and develop contingency planning for cGMP chemical sourcing.

- **Identifying the hidden costs**
  Consider unexpected costs impacting your risk and productivity, such as changing lead times, resource requirements, and poor on-time-in-full (OTIF) performance.

- **Evaluating processes for bottlenecks**
  Assess the details of your sourcing and supply chain processes to uncover areas of waste and opportunities for improvement.

Projected savings of an outsourced supply chain*:

- **Chemical sourcing**
  $8,000

- **Supplier management**
  $6,000

- **Storage**
  $62,000

- **Sampling and labeling**
  $117,000

- **Logistics management**
  $9,000

- **Order management**
  $5,000

**Total projected savings**

- **Capital expenditure reduction by eliminating the need to build a warehouse with a cleanroom**
  $2.3M

- **Annual savings in operating expenses**
  $207K

- **Reduction in risk of production delay**
  $66.8K

The right outsourcing strategy delivers attractive benefits

- **Mitigate disruptions**
  Access to multiple sources of cGMP, multi-compendial chemicals helps strengthen your primary and alternative supply strategy against changing lead times and production delays.

- **Increase delivery accuracy**
  Proactive supply chain management helps eliminate waste (time, resources) by helping to ensure the accuracy of your cGMP chemical orders in alignment with your unique specifications.

- **Improve productivity**
  Streamlined inbound receipt and quality inspection of cGMP chemicals in a released status help simplify your preproduction workflow to expedite your manufacturing activities.

Find out more
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